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Abstract. Optimization of color laser marking process mostly depends on effective identification of optimal values of laser
marking parameters. This is a difficult combinatorial optimization problem, which is still essential for companies that use laser
marking systems. The study proposes a new approach to the process optimization through the use of genetic algorithms, carrying
out preliminary experimental investigation, analyzing the laser marking results, and presenting possible improvements to the
current implementation of genetic algorithms.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Laser marking systems basically are composed of three
main components: control unit, laser source, and scanner.
Control unit interprets laser operator’s commands and
manipulates both laser source and scanner. Laser source
generates beam and is controlled by using such input
parameters as pulse repetition frequency, pulse energy,
pulse duration. Scanner directs laser beam and is controlled
using such input parameters as scanning speed, line step,
defocus. Input parameters of both laser source and scanner
are collectively referred to as laser parameters [1][2].
Color laser marking of stainless steel is complicated
physical process. Complexity becomes apparent when one
compares and interprets values of laser parameters used
during experiment and stainless steel laser marking results
[4][5][6]. To make things even more complicated, the
producers of laser marking systems usually do not provide
pulse energy laser parameter to manipulate directly. The
value of pulse energy can be set indirectly using average
power and pulse repetition frequency, but then again laser
marking systems usually do not allow to set value of
average power laser parameter directly. Instead, arbitrary
power regulation coefficient is provided, which gives
different control for each distinct type of laser marking
system. Thus, for some laser marking systems the
maximum value of power regulation coefficient always
corresponds to the maximum possible value of average
laser power, but for others it does not mainly due to the
limitations of maximum possible pulse energy that system
can generate for specific low pulse repetion frequencies.
Nevertheless, the number of possible combinations of
laser parameters values is vast, although for each specific
combination there is only one possible physical outcome
(laser marking color), given properties of environment and
material stay the same. Therefore repeatability of
experiments can be ensured [4][5][6]. All things considered,
the combinatorial optimization problem still persists, as it is
quite difficult to determine correct combination of laser
parameters values for desired laser marking result.
We propose using genetic algorithms for solving this
problem. Genetic algorithms come from the field of
machine learning algorithms and help imitate the iterative
process of natural selection of fittest solutions. Basically
genetic algorithms are search algorithms that, given the
objective function, stochastically and iteratively generate

new solutions based on information gathered from
previous generations of solutions. Genetic algorithms are
commonly used to solve different kinds of combinatorial
optimization problems, i.e., in economics, design,
scheduling, artificial neural networks, music [3][7].
The resulting solutions are coded using sequences of
numeric values (codes) before actual marking, as it so
happens that values of laser marking parameters can be
represented in such form. Initially, a number of random
codes are generated. These are applied to metal surface
using laser and the resulting solutions are evaluated. Best
laser marking results are selected and used to produce the
next generation of solutions by crossing and mutating
codes of selected solutions. In each new generation
current possible best solutions, which are better than
previous ones, may emerge. Solutions that are more fit get
to pass their codes to next generations of solutions. This
way only best solutions tend to survive.
To sum up, some basic assumptions were made before
experimental investigation:
 there is vast amount of possible combinations of
laser parameters values;
 two identical combinations of laser parameters
values will produce the same marking color;
 small change in laser parameter value will not
cause big change in produced marking color;
 the functional relation between power regulation
coefficient and average power is not linear;
 there might be some very unique construction
specifics or errors in laser marking system.
The aim of this study is to use genetic algorithms in
order to produce a set of high quality laser marking colors
in shortest possible amount of time.
II. METHODOLOGY
A. Experimental set-up
Preliminary experimental investigation was carried out
on Rofin PoweLine F-20 Varia laser marking system,
which has laser source with maximum average power of
20 W, pulse repetition frequency of 2-1000 kHz, and
adjustable pulse width of 4-200 ns. The system provides
five main laser parameters to manipulate: power regulation
coefficient, pulse repetition frequency, scanning speed,
pulse duration, and line step. The stainless steel used for
color laser marking was of type 4301 18-9E 304. The
diagram of experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Experimental set-up diagram – laser operator reads codes from computer program, operates laser system, and evaluates solutions

As shown in Fig. 1, the plan of experimental investigation
is to iteratively use genetic algorithms to produce new marking
colors until termination criterion is met.

probability of being selected. Then 24 combinations of two
codes were selected and sent to recombination stage.

B. Mathematical model
The aim of this study was to be achieved by using the
computer program based on our implementation of
genetic algorithm. There exist many variations of
implementation of genetic algorithms. Basically, they all
differ in how each stage of genetic algorithm is
implemented. There are five main stages of any genetic
algorithm:
initialization,
evaluation,
selection,
recombination, and termination (Fig. 2) [3].
Our implementation of genetic algorithm includes a
computer program responsible for initialization, selection,
and recombination stages, while evaluation and
termination stages are done outside the computer
program. Each stage is described below.
Initialization - in this stage initial 48 random codes were
generated by genetic algorithm and grouped into first
generation. As a result each code represented distinct
combination of values of five main laser parameters. Genetic
algorithm was configured so that for each laser parameter
only values within allowed range were generated.
Evaluation - the process of evaluation included laser
marking of current generation’s codes and then evaluating
produced solutions individually and all solutions as a
whole. Each solution was ranked as either good looking
marking color or not. If current generation’s solutions
converged (i.e., became similar), the process was
terminated, otherwise the information about all the rankings
was passed to selection stage of genetic algorithm.

Fig. 2. Schematic view of the stages of the iterative process of genetic
algorithms (where a path is taken when new generation of solutions
is required and b path when no more generations of solutions are
required)

Selection - here information about rankings of solutions
was used to sort associated codes in such order that codes
associated with good looking colors would have higher
probabilities of being selected to later take part in
recombination stage. Nonetheless, it was ensured that codes
associated with bad looking colors still had at least some

Recombination - here each retrieved combination of
two codes was used to produce new code by the process
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of crossover and mutation (Fig. 3). As a result, 24 new
codes were produced and grouped into new generation.
This generation was then sent back to the evaluation stage
of genetic algorithm.
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All marking colors (solutions) were grouped into
generations with first containg 48 initial random solutions
and all consecutive having 24 solutions each. Each
solution represented specific combination of laser
parameters values (code) and was laser marked as a filled
square of some color on a surface of stainless steel
(Fig. 5). The objective function of genetic algorithm was
to select only best looking marking colors in each
generation of produced solutions.
During preliminary experimental investigation it was
observed that values of some laser parameters had a
tendency to converge quicker. Such laser parameters
included power regulation coefficient, pulse repetition
frequency, and pulse duration. Still, convergence was not
complete, i.e., multiple distinct values for each of these
parameters were present.
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The values of other laser parameters, that were less
prone to convergence, varied across wider ranges of
possible values and made associated codes more diverse.
Besides, many of these diverse codes contributed to
diferent looking laser marking colors.

Mutation ↗

In Fig. 5 one can see that color laser marking results on
average tend to get better in each new generation – more
new colors appear. Although, one can also see that
beginning with generation G13 green marking colors start
to dominate, and it is a sign that solutions can soon
converge.

Fig. 3. Example representation of how two new codes are formed from
two previously selected codes through crossover and mutation

Termination - when no more new generations of
solutions are required or solutions have converged, the
iterative process of genetic algorithm is stopped.

Interestingly enough, it was also observed that
sometimes two good looking solutions can result in a
really bad looking solution, as the program was developed
in such a way that information about the origins of each
solution was always logged. Another observation was that
after one seemingly bad generation (G9) there still can
emerge a reasonably good one.

III. RESULTS
It is important to mention that our implementation of
genetic algorithm "knew" almost nothing about the laser
marking system we used and completely nothing about
the physical process of color laser marking. All it "knew"
was that codes represented 5 parameters (Fig. 4), values of
which had to belong to some allowed sets of possible
values, and whether codes produced good solutions or not.

IV. DISCUSSION
The results of preliminary experimental investigation
helped us draw some very important conclusions, mainly,
that diversity among each generation's solutions must be
always ensured. Still, current version of the program lets
us identify subsets of optimal values of some laser
parameters very efficiently due to the effect of
convergence described in previous section.
The results certainly look promising, but more
research is required. The program developed by our team
as well as the overall methodology is to be further
improved. Thus, this study is only the first part in the
coming series of articles on using machine learning
algorithms in order to optimize different kinds of laser
materials processing problems.
Ideally, genetic algorithms should "know" very little if
nothing at all about the problem they are utilized to find
solution(s) to. The purpose of genetic algorithms is to find
optimal solutions within the hyperspace of all possible
solutions without using domain-specific knowledge
during the process. That is why they can be used for
optimizing different kinds of problems, to which solutions
are coded in a form of a symbolic sequences, and color
laser marking is truly compatible with this approach.

Fig. 4. Five main input laser parameters and their values as enetered by
laser operator in Rofin VisualLaserMarker computer program
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There exist many objective functions one can define
for genetic algorithms in order to optimize color laser
marking process, for example, determining combinations
of laser parameters values for one particular color or for
marking colors at higher scanning speeds. Furthermore, as
genetic algorithms "know" nothing about the construction
specifics of laser marking system itself, lack of
information about the pulse energy or about the presence
of some errors within a system or its software has less
significance, as long as for each distinct combination of
laser parameters values the color laser marking result is
the same.
The great thing about genetic algorithms is that they
can process multiple parameters at once as well as
produce multiple distinct solutions in parallel. This helps
solve very complex problems, the objective function of
which can change in time. Bad solutions are quickly
discontinued, while mostly good solutions keep getting
recombined to produce even more new candidate
solutions. Because genetic algorithms do not try to
optimize for only one solution, diversity must be ensured
at all times [7].
V. REMARKS
To better ensure diversity among produced solutions,
first, the way these solutions are encoded must be
reviewed. Thus, the values of laser parameters must be
normalized and then converted to binary form so that
there emerge more new ways to apply crossover and/or
mutation to codes during recombination stage of genetic
algorithm (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. Example representation of laser parameters values in a form of
normalized binary code

Now each individual bit itself can be interpreted as
parameter, and the more there are parameters, the more
there are ways to split code for crossover (see Fig. 2 for
comparison). Because values of laser parameters are
normalized, every laser parameter has equal probability of
being split. In addition to that mutations become much
simpler. Still, each such simple mutation can have a
significant impact on real laser parameter value when
converted back do decimal.
Next, it can be allowed for crossover to take place in
multiple positions within a code (Fig. 7). Thus, the
number of possible combinations of candidate codes
formed from two old codes certainly becomes larger and
can be calculated as C(n, m), i.e., the number of ways that

Fig. 5. Total of 19 generations of produced solutions
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m split positions can be chosen from n possible positions,
where n + 1 is also a number of bits forming a code. Here,
C(n, m) approaches the largest possible number, as m
approaches n / 2. In such case new code is formed from
two approximately equally long parts of old codes.

hyperspace of all possible solutions, sometimes there
might be a need to turn the diversity off. Such mechanism
would allow to quickly converge solutions and terminate
genetic algorithm.

Fig. 7. Example representation of crossover taking place in multiple
positions at once uniformly so that each of two new-formed codes
consists of approximately equal halves of two previous codes

VI. CONCLUSION
The program developed by our team may be useful for
laser operators, as it simply helps determine values of
laser parameters for producing high quality laser marking
colors in shortest possible amount of time without
requiring deep understanding of laser parameters and
actual physical processes that occur during stainless steel
color laser marking. Thus, laser operator does not need to
do exhaustive search for optimal combinations of values
of laser parameters, but instead he/she needs to define
objective function and evaluate marking colors according
to it. The process of evaluation for some objective
functions can further be automated.

In the future, it is also planned to study the
introduction of optimal solutions in the initialization stage
of genetic algorithm. Furthermore, because genetic
algorithms help generate many diverse solutions (marking
colors), these solutions are to be associated with their
encodings by the process of training an artificial neural
network. Such artificial neural network would then be
able to predict color laser marking outcome for input
parameters, and vice versa.

Then, crossover taking place in multiple positions at
once can be applied to multiple codes at once (Fig. 8).
Such approach can also increase the number of possible
candidate solutions dramatically. This way search within
solution hyperspace can be even more complete.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that genetic algorithms
do indirectly posess some kind of learning memory, as
information from previous good solutions reappears in
form of parts of code associated with new solutions. This
seems to be really important emergent feature of genetic
algorithms.
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